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ABSTRACT
Agenda setting is the theory of how issue salience is trans-
ferred from the media to media audience. An agenda-setting
study requires one to define a set of issues and to measure
their salience. We propose a semi-supervised approach based
on topic modeling for exploring a news corpus and measur-
ing the media agenda by tagging news articles with issues.
The approach relies on an off-the-shelf Latent Dirichlet Al-
location topic model, manual labeling of topics, and topic
model customization. In preliminary evaluation, the tagger
achieves a micro F1-score of 0.85 and outperforms the su-
pervised baselines, suggesting that it could be successfully
used for agenda-setting studies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Anal-
ysis and Indexing; I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural
Language Processing—Text analysis

General Terms
Design, Measurement, Experimentation

Keywords
Agenda setting; Agenda measuring; News media analysis;
Topic modeling; Document tagging

1. INTRODUCTION
Agenda setting is the effect of salience transfer from the me-
dia to the media audience [21, 20]. More precisely, agenda
setting refers to how the media agenda (the set of issues that
get media coverage) affects the public agenda (the set of is-
sues that the public considers important). Agenda setting
typically refers to news media, but in a broader sense it may
refer to other types of agenda, such as a political agenda [16].
Agenda-setting studies offer valuable insights into the role
of the mass media and the way they shape public opinion.

A crucial part of an agenda-setting study is the measur-
ing of the media agenda, carried out by first defining a set
of agenda issues. The issues are defined depending on the
study of interest and may be at different level of abstract-
ness (general issues such as foreign policy or civil rights, or
specific issues such as building construction and land use).
The conceptual space covered by the set of issues may vary
from wide-coverage categorizations [18] to single-item agen-
das [32, 29]. Once the issues have been defined, their salience
is typically measured by sampling the news articles, tagging
them with issues, and counting the number of articles for
each issue. The process of tagging, referred to as coding in
social science literature [7], is usually done manually. Cod-
ing is a labor intensive task and thus hinders analyses of
large news collections.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in the use of com-
putational tools for efficient and large-scale analysis of media
agenda. Particularly suited for this purpose are topic mod-
els [2], statistical text mining models for unsupervised dis-
covery of topic distributions across documents, where topics
are represented as probability distributions over words. The
topics inferred by such models often correspond well to the
issues on the agenda. However, the topics may be of poor
quality. Moreover, standard topic models may be inade-
quate if one wants to focus on a predefined set of issues –
a setup common for agenda-setting studies. A number of
topic models have been proposed to address the problem of
topic customization [11, 12].

In this paper we present our initial work on media agenda
measuring using the standard Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) topic model [2]. Using an off-the-shelf LDA tool, we
aim at obtaining high-quality topics that correspond closely
to issues of interest, enabling a more precise media agenda
analysis. Unlike previous work, which use the inferred topics
directly for agenda measuring, we first customize the model
topics to match the agenda issues and then use these topics
to tag articles with issues. We propose a semi-supervised
approach to achieve this. Our approach covers both agenda
issue definition via exploratory corpus analysis and agenda
measuring by tagging the articles with issues. We perform
preliminary experiments on issues related to human and civil
rights. Although our findings are preliminary, we believe
the approach is promising for any kind of agenda-setting
research involving media texts.



2. RELATED WORK
Our work relates to work on topic-based media agenda anal-
ysis. Chuang et al. [3] use LDA for a large-scale analysis
of the Media Cloud corpus. Koltsova and Koltcov [15] use
LDA to discover and analyze the public agenda of the Rus-
sian blogospehere. After determining the optimal number
of topics using an extrinsic method, they categorize the top-
ics into higher-level categories. Grimmer [6] uses a custom
topic model to measure the agendas of the US senators press
releases and Quinn et al. [25] use a custom topic model with
time-varying topics to measure the agendas of US Senate
speeches. Nguyen et al. [23] propose a custom model that
jointly learns a hierarchy of topics and a continuously-valued
ideological polarity variable, and apply it to the analysis of
congressional debates. Kim et al. [13] train a Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process model on news articles and user comments,
and compare the set of news topics inferred by the model to
the public agenda (how users share and comment on news).
Kok et al. [14] propose an approach where document clusters
are labeled with agenda issues. To the best of our knowl-
edge, their work is the first work on computational agenda
measurement.

Our work differs from the above-mentioned approaches in
two important respects. First, we customize model topics
to match the agenda issues and we do not optimize the
number of topics. Instead, we train several models, label
the topics with themes (conceptual topics) and use them to
construct customized topics matching the issues. Secondly,
unlike previous work, which measures the agenda by ag-
gregating per-document topic proportions, we measure the
agenda by tagging the news articles with issues. This mim-
ics the coding process commonly employed in agenda-setting
studies and also lends itself to a straightforward validation
against a human-annotated set.

We resort to the standard LDA model, while for topic cus-
tomization we rely on the technique based on topic priors
[8]. A number of more sophisticated topic customization
techniques have been proposed [11, 12], but we opted for a
simple and readily available approach.

3. DATASET
We conduct our experiments on political articles from main-
stream US news outlets. To build the corpus, we first col-
lected the URLs from Google News feed for two weeks and
then ranked them by Alexa Rank1 for US (traffic originat-
ing from the US). We then chose the top 25 outlets from
this list, crawled them for feeds, and manually selected news
feeds containing political news. After removing the outlets
without purely political news feeds, we obtained the follow-
ing list of 19 outlets: Bloomberg Politics, CBS News, CNBC,
CNN, Daily News, Fox News, Houston Chronicle, Interna-
tional Business Times, NBC News, Reuters, SFGate, The
Atlantic, TheBlaze, The Guardian, The Huffington Post,
The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Wash-
ington Post, and Time.

We used a custom-made application for collecting the URLs
and downloading the articles, and the Newspaper2 tool for

1http://www.alexa.com
2http://newspaper.readthedocs.org

scraping. The corpus contains articles published between
Jan 26th 2015 and Apr 13th 2015. After inspecting a ran-
dom sample of articles from the corpus, we decided to re-
move very short texts and errors (missing page errors, video
and photo gallery pages, etc.). A simple heuristics that we
found to work well was to filter out texts with less than
40 alphanumeric tokens. The final dataset contains 24, 532
news articles.3

4. AGENDA MEASURING
Our approach to agenda measuring comprises two main steps:
theme discovery and issue tagging. The first step serves to
identify the themes covered by the corpus and link them to
topics. A theme can be thought of as a coherent topic sit-
uated between model-inferred topics and agenda issues. In
the second step, we use the obtained themes to define the
issues of interest and to build a custom model for tagging
articles with these issues.

4.1 Theme discovery
4.1.1 Topic modeling

We use the LDA model [2] coupled with a fast online learning
algorithm [9], available as part of the Gensim package [26].
For text preprocessing, consisting of stop-word and non-
word removal, lemmatization, and subsequent stemming, we
used the NLTK toolkit [1].

We train the models with T = 50 and T = 100 topics.
Following [5], we set hyperparameter α = 50/T , while we
set β = 0.01. To optimize online learning hyperparameters
[9], we conduct a grid search using the perplexity [2] as the
measure of model quality. The chosen parameters values are
S = 1000, τ0 = 1000, κ = 0.5.

4.1.2 Topic–theme labeling
Model-inferred topics ideally aggregate thematically coher-
ent texts. In practice, however, the topics are often noisy
and their quality depends on the model hyperparameters.
Furthermore, even when hyperparameters are optimized, the
quality may vary because of stochasticity induced by sam-
pling and random initialization. The quality of the topics
may be assessed by measuring the alignment between the
inferred and reference topics [4].

To obtain less noisy and more robust topics, we introduce an
intermediate layer of topics that we call themes. A theme is a
topically coherent subset of text from the corpus that refers
to a concept, an event, or an entity. In other words, a theme
is to a human mind what topic is to a topic model: an ideal,
noise-free, topically coherent unit. As noted by [4], mapping
topics to concepts is a many-to-many mapping. Typically,
a news article will be focused on one main theme, whereas
opinion columns will often discuss a number of themes with
equal salience.

To acquire the themes, we train the topic models with differ-
ent random seeds, pool the topics from all the models, and
then inspect and label the topics with discovered themes.
The underlying idea is that, by looking at several models,

3The dataset can be obtained from
http://bit.ly/AGENDADATASET



Issue / Theme / Model.Topic
violence against women

women rights
M1.T43: victim, gender, identity, abuse, pregnant

sexual assaults
M0.T29: student, abortion, sexual, victim, men
M11.T25: men, sexual, girl, assault, female

LGBT rights
transgender

M1.T43: victim, gender, identity, abuse, pregnant
gay rights

M1.T24: religious, gay, marriage, indiana, freedom
M10.T54: marriage, couple, gay, same-sex, judge

Table 1: Example of topics (Model.Topic) labeled
with themes (italics), and of issues (bold) related
to these themes. High-probability words for each of
the topics are displayed. Note that the topic M1.T43
is a mixture of two themes. In general, the topic–
theme and theme–topic relations are many-to-many
relations.

we get a better theme coverage as we compensate for the de-
ficiencies of the individual models. We trained five models:
three with 50 topics and two with 100 topics.

The labeling was carried out by two annotators. One 50-
topic model was labeled by both annotators, after which
the labeling conventions were discussed and revised. The
remaining 300 topics were split among the two annotators
who then labeled them separately. The themes were intro-
duced dynamically and the annotators maintained a shared
list4 of themes to ensure label consistency. The annotators
labeled the topics by inspecting, for each topic, the list of
most probable words, list of article titles sorted by topic
proportion, and, optionally, the full text of articles. Among
these, article titles are by far the most useful piece of infor-
mation as they can be inspected quickly and in the majority
of cases represent a good summary of the articles – a prop-
erty typical of good news headlines.

The labeling of 350 topics resulted in 134 themes. Of the 350
topics, 189 (54%) matched exactly one theme, 121 (34.6%)
were a mix of two or more themes or a mix of one theme plus
some noise, while the remaining 40 (11.4%) topics were noise
(topics containing random articles or non-content words).
Some themes were detected in all or most of the models,
while others were detected in only a few models. Table 1
lists example topics and the themes they are labeled with.

4.2 Issue tagging
4.2.1 Defining the issues

An agenda-setting study defines a set of issues of interest.
To simulate such a setting, we inspected the themes derived
in the previous step and chose the following 12 issues: civil
rights movement, LGBT rights, police brutality, Chapel Hill
attack, reproductive rights, violence against women, death
penalty, surveillance, marijuana, gun rights, net neutrality,
vaccination. Issues related to human and civil rights are of-
ten the subject of agenda-setting studies [28, 27, 31]. Nine of
these issues are related to a single theme each, and three are

4The list of themes can be obtained from
http://bit.ly/AGENDADATASET

related to two themes each. While the chosen issues seem to
be well distinguishable from each other – it might even be
possible to distinguish them based on a small set of discrim-
inative keywords – the challenge lies in distinguishing these
issues from other, similar issues not in this list. Most of the
above issues have at least one such similar issue; e.g., surveil-
lance is similar to cybersecurity, violence against women is
similar to general women’s rights, and vaccination is similar
to other health issues. Two issues and related themes and
topics are presented in Table 1.

4.2.2 Customizing the model
We proceed with training a model for tagging the articles
with issues. The topics of this model are customized to cor-
respond as closely as possible to the chosen issues. Following
[8], we manually define a list of issue-related seed words and
use these to construct a prior for the issue-matching topic.
The customization step is necessary to turn topic models
into a reliable agenda measuring tool; without customiza-
tion, learned topics are random and in general one cannot
expect them to correspond to issues.

For each issue, we obtain the seed words using the following
heuristic procedure. First, we select the issue-related themes
and take the topics labeled with these themes. Next, we rank
the words in each topic by their discriminativeness (defined
as the product of word probability and inverse document
frequency). Then, for each word, we inspect the articles
ranked by tf-idf. Finally, if among 20 articles with the high-
est rank, 80% or more are about the issue in question, we
add the word to the seed list for this issue. We continue
adding words until 300 words are examined or 10 words are
selected. This resulted in a list of 5–10 highly discriminative
seed words per issue. As in the topic-theme labeling step, we
rely on well formed article titles to speed up the procedure.

After we select the seed words, we translate them into Dirich-
let priors for model topics. We accomplish this by defining
two parameters: a prior pr for the non-seed words and a
probability Ps for the seed words. To compute the prior
vector, we first assign the value of pr to the non-seed words,
while for the seed words we set a value prs such that expecta-
tion for each seed word is equal to Ps. Based on preliminary
experiments, we set Ps = 0.03 and pr = 0.001.

4.2.3 Model optimization
To optimize (and later evaluate) the issue taggers, we man-
ually labeled a dataset of 2800 articles from our corpus. We
used 200 articles for calibration, 1600 as the development
set, and 1000 as the test set. The Cohen’s kappa coeffi-
cient of inter-annotator agreement on the calibration set is
κ = 0.93, which according to [17] is considered a perfect
agreement.

Besides the model for article tagging, we need a decision
scheme for making the actual tagging decisions. We experi-
ment with two schemes. The first scheme (single-label) tags
the article with the issue corresponding to the topic with
the highest proportion. The second scheme (multi-label)
tags the article with the highest proportion issue and with
all the issues with proportion above a threshold t.

To construct an optimal LDA tagger (a combination of a



seeded LDA model and a decision scheme), we perform a grid
search over the hyperparameters that define a customized
model and the hyperparameters that define a decision scheme.
We consider pr ∈ {0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005} for the non-
seed word priors, Ps ∈ {1%, 3%, 6%, 12%} for the seed word
probability, and T ∈ {50, 100, 120, 150} for the number of
topics. Both decision schemes are considered, as well as the
values of t ∈ {7%, 10%, 13%, 15%} for the threshold. For
the model learning algorithm hyperparameters, we use the
values obtained by the grid search from Section 4.1.1. We
rank the taggers by micro F1-score and, among the taggers
within 0.01 from the optimal result, choose the one with the
highest macro F1-score (a multi-label tagger with threshold
set to 10%). To allow for a fair comparison against the su-
pervised model, only one half of the development set is used
for calculating the F1-scores (i.e., for optimizing the LDA
tagger).

4.3 Tagging evaluation
We test four LDA taggers: a single-label tagger (Single)
and a multi-label tagger (Multi), both optimized (Opt) and
non-optimized (Nopt). The non-optimized taggers are not
optimized on the development set. Instead, the number of
topics is set to T = 100, and the priors are hand-optimized
based on the inspection of the inferred topics. We test the
taggers on the labeled test set comprised of 1000 documents.

We compare the LDA taggers against a supervised SVM
tagger that labels documents with issues using one binary
classifier per issue. To this end, we use the Linear SVM
implemented in the scikit-learn [24] toolkit. We represent
the documents as bag-of-words vectors with standard tf-
idf weights computed as tfidf (w, d) = (1 + log freq(w, d)) ×
log(Ndoc/Ndoc(w)) for word w and document d. We opti-
mize class weights hyperparameters to account for the class
imbalance, performing five-fold cross-validation on the com-
plete development set and using F1-score as the objective
function.

The final SVM tagger is constructed from classifiers trained
on the complete development set. As noted above, the LDA
taggers are optimized on one half of the development set.
This way we can compare taggers with comparable amount
of effort invested in their construction. For the LDA taggers,
both seed words and 800 labeled documents are used, while
for the SVM tagger 1600 labeled documents are used. The
justification for this is that the time to label 800 documents
roughly equals the time needed to construct seed word sets.
We also evaluate the SVM tagger by training it on varying
number of documents and averaging the micro-F1 score on
the test set over five samples. The learning curve, shown in
Fig. 1, indicates that the SVM tagger could improve with
additional training documents.

Table 2 shows the tagging performance on the test set. The
best LDA model is the optimized multi-label LDA tagger
(Multi Opt). It outperforms the SVM tagger in terms of F1
and recall, but its precision is lower. SVM outperforms the
other LDA taggers in terms of F1-score but its recall is the
lowest among all taggers. Table 3 shows the per-issue results
for the best performing LDA tagger and the SVM tagger.
While precision is consistently high for the SVM tagger, its
recall suffers on issues with a small number of articles.
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Figure 1: SVM tagger learning curve.

Micro Macro
Tagger P R F1 P R F1
Single Nopt 0.75 0.80 0.77 0.67 0.75 0.69
Single Opt 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.65 0.68 0.65
Multi Nopt 0.67 0.89 0.77 0.63 0.85 0.70
SVM 0.99 0.74 0.84 0.92 0.59 0.68
Multi Opt 0.80 0.91 0.85 0.74 0.89 0.80

Table 2: Averaged tagging performance

4.4 Aggregation
In social sciences, one is often interested in obtaining aggre-
gate proportions of categories in an article collection, instead
of correctly categorizing the individual articles [10]. This is
also true for the agenda setting studies, where issue propor-
tions are often used to model the media agenda [21, 30]. To
test the LDA tagger in this setup, we calculate aggregate
proportions on the test set and compare the results with the
method from [10] (henceforth Readme). Readme directly
approximates class proportions, without relying on individ-
ual article categorization. For a set of mutually exclusive
categories whose probabilities sum up to one, the model is
trained on labeled articles and outputs category proportions
for a set of unlabeled articles. Experiments in [10] show that,
in the case of multiple categories, Readme outperforms SVM
classifiers with various kernels. The method is implemented
in the freely available Readme package.5

As we deal with multilabel classification, we use Readme to

5http://gking.harvard.edu/readme

Multi Opt SVM
Issue # P R F1 P R F1

civil rights movement 11 0.67 0.91 0.77 1.00 0.45 0.62
LGBT rights 60 1.00 0.93 0.97 0.98 0.95 0.97

police brutality 15 0.72 0.87 0.79 1.00 0.67 0.80
chapel hill 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

reproductive rights 7 0.42 0.71 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.00
violence agst. women 8 0.67 0.75 0.71 1.00 0.25 0.40

death penalty 5 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.40 0.57
surveillance 4 0.50 0.75 0.60 1.00 0.50 0.67
gun rights 7 0.78 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.29 0.44

net neutrality 6 0.67 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.67 0.80
marijuana 12 0.85 0.92 0.88 1.00 0.92 0.96

vaccination 15 0.83 1.00 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 3: Per-issue tagging performance



calculate, for each issue, the proportion of articles belong-
ing to this issue. We compare Readme against Multi Opt
LDA tagger and the SVM tagger on the test set. We train
Readme on the development set with default parameters and
average the results over five runs since the algorithm is ran-
domized. The results are shown in Fig. 2. Following [10], to
quantitatively compare the results, we calculate Mean Ab-
solute Proportion Error (MAPE) and Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE). MAPE is 0.18 for Optimal LDA tagger, 0.49
for SVM tagger, and 1.70 for Readme. RMSE is 0.003 for
Optimal LDA tagger, 0.006 for SVM tagger, and 0.01 for
Readme. These results indicate that, in the case of highly
unbalanced binary categories, LDA tagger can outperform
other methods.
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Figure 2: Approximations of the test set issue pro-
portions.

4.5 Qualitative validation
A natural way to validate topic models used for agenda mea-
suring is to search for correlation between real world events
and peaks in a topic salience as it varies over time [25, 6].
Since our method tags documents with issues, we can mea-
sure issue salience by the number of articles tagged with
that issue. We use the police brutality issue for validation.
To find the events of interest, we observe the number of
articles per day and inspect the articles in the periods of in-
creased activity. We found that each of the peaks correlates
with at least one major event. Figure 3 shows the article
counts for the entire timespan of our corpus, together with
the correlated events.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a semi-supervised method for measuring the
media agenda using the standard LDA model. The first
step consists of discovering the corpus themes and of label-
ing the topics with themes. This step facilitates the corpus
exploration and the definition of a set of issues. Once the
set of issues is defined, the method automates the coding
process using model topics customised to match the issues.
In our preliminary evaluation, the optimized issue tagger
achieves the micro F1-score of 0.85 and outperforms super-
vised baselines on tasks of tagging documents with issues
and calculating the aggregate issue proportions.
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Figure 3: Number of articles tagged with police bru-
tality issue and real world events relating to the is-
sue. Days of the weekend are marked with green
color.

Our method requires manual theme discovery and topic la-
beling, construction of seed word sets and labeling of a de-
velopment set. For the corpus used in the experiment, the
effort for these steps was 43 person-hours (35 for theme-topic
labeling, 4 for labeling 800 articles, and 4 for constructing
the seed word sets).

The majority of effort was devoted to theme discovery. The
themes enable the analyst to explore the corpus and define
issues without relying on a predetermined set of issues –
a useful property in cases when the analyst does not have
an overview of the media content. The method also relies
on themes to link the issues with topics, so that the issue-
specific seed words can be selected from topic words. How-
ever, our intuition is that, the larger the corpus, the less
feasible the theme discovery approach becomes. For this rea-
son, automatic theme discovery and creation of topic priors
directly from the issues should be explored.

Other research directions include developing tools to facil-
itate steps of human theme discovery, topic labeling, and
seed words construction. More advanced topic models that
enable topic customization [11, 12], construction of higher
quality topics [19], and inclusion of other document features
in the learning process [22] should also be explored. Further
evaluation is needed to compare the method with supervised
and semi-supervised taggers in terms of tagging performance
and the amount of human effort needed to construct the
models.
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